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because it's ready for
tomorrow's changes.
There are a lot of reasons for building with structural
steel. Including: the speed with which it can be
erected;the interior design freedom it provides,
for better space utilization; and its lightness,
which reduces foundation requirements
and costs.
But one of the biggest reasons may
not affect a structure for years.That
is, thefact that a steelframe canbe
changed as the needs of a building owner or tenant change.

It can be easily modified,
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taken down and re-erected on a new site.ln short,
it's profitability insurance that pays handsome dividends
over the life of a
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you specify framing today, keep tomorrow in mind.
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the steel, the experience and
the technical support you need.
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A Personal View
What does the AIA do for you?
By Conrad B. Wessell, tr., AIA, President of the
North Carolina Chapter, American Institute of
Architects as he approaches the conclusion of his year in
office:

x

The AIA doesn't do anything for you, it just makes
available enormous opportunities for you to do
something for yourself, your fellow architects and.
support personnel.
These opportunities now start when you first
graduate from school and begin your professional
studies period. I.D.P., the newly developed AIA Intern
Development Program, will guide you through all the
needed types of office and job experiences to qualify
you for Registration Board Exams. Perhaps you won't
have to worry about drawing only toilet partitions in
a big office for three years.
And if now isn't your beginning, it's only the
beginning of the AIA's wide field of vision of
architects' problems. You could serve on, and learn
from, our Continuing Ed Committee and participate
in workshops on many current emphases. You linow,
it might not be long before Continuing Ed could be
maldatory
would you prefer we do the designing
of the course- material or have it done by some
governmental agency?
If energy is your bag and it sure better be
- knowing less about energy
clients won't tolerate your
efficient buildings than they do. Our Energy
Committee invited you to Asheville as a starter, with
National AIA making available a Level One course
Oueruiew, Level Two Techniques, and Level Three A
and B Process and Practice.These expertly presented
courses are quite correctly titled "Energy in Design"
because it's our ability to "design" that makes us
different, and that makes us the right people to bring
concepts of energy efficiency into the design of
buildings, not just selection of equipment.
While we're emphasizing design, with or without
energy, we also have a Committee on Design and an
Awards Committee to select outstanding work by
N.C. architects. The winter convention in Pinehurst
was a combination of design and historic preservation
studies.

You say you can't afford to go to conventions;
they're only for the "old-guys-who-have-it-made." Not
so. If you just want the educational aspects and have
to cut short the social happenings, it's quite
economical to come to Friday sessions, stay two-in-aroom and absorb Saturday's studies too. But why not
schedule it as part of your vacation, bring your
spouse and let herlhim find out all architects are
difficult, not just you! And your bull sessions with
exhibitors and other architects will leave you more
educated, and more tolerant.
When you get back to your office you'll find that
our Committee on Fees and Contracis has worried
about and influenced the work your owners' do about
November-December
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amounts and terms of your livelihood. Perhaps you
have brilliant ideas, or went to a great workshop on
office practices and want to share it. We want you on
our committee! Do building codes confuse you? Do
local inspectors drive you up the wall? Ours do too.
So our Code Committee works with state and local
officials to get more uniform, up-to-date rulings. We
do have AIA members on the N.C. Building Code
Council.
The Health Insurance Committee monitors our
Group Blue Cross Plan and compares it with other
available plans to assure us it's still best for us. (It
is!)

Liability insurance premium savings through
NCAIA Committee-sponsored investigations would
pay your AIA dues for years to come. You couldn't
accomplish this by yourself.
When you finally decide to hang up your T-square
will the advice of the AIA Retirement Committee
have made your "pot" sufficient? Would you like to
share your experiences with us?
When the Legislature is in Session
and before
your concerns are voiced through the -State
Government Affairs group to influence legislation.
But often we hear, "Why did you let them do that to
us?" Our intent is to act, not just react. And an
informed membership is needed to do that. In most
cases we had had cooperative discussions with
general and sub-contractors and other design
professionals such as ASLA, C.E.C. and the P.E.P.P.
group of P.E.N.C. Curious about who they are? Offer
to serve on these committees and you'll find not just
names behind the initials, but really interesting
people.

Architects and associates with interest in
management abilities and organizational leanings can
find much to do in the regular on-going operation of
the Chapter and its properties through regular
committees.

Now, after all that, would you believe we also try
to influence national legislation through committee
y'ork? Keogh Retirement came that way, now its
P.l.i.t.e. to cover insurance deductibles we're
explaining through the Matthias Bill, and DavisBacon modifications may now be a possibility.
National AIA committees in most cases are "open"
and welcome corresponding members who may then
attend sessions, perhaps progressing to a fund-ed
position on a steering committee.
All other participation is voluntary and not
reimbursed. Your "pay" is the experience and
education you get in association with leading
architects _a,nd public figures at the meetings-. Then
it's your obligation to come home and sharE with
your contemporaries.
None of these activities is intended to make a
designer out of anyone. But they sure will make it
possible to obtain an office atmosphere clear enough
to let us take time to design, and that's what it's lll
about. That's what AIA makes available f.or you. I
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North Carolina Architect introduces a new feature for
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MARKETPLACE
A guide to new sources and products for North Carolina's
architect's and designers.

Books

In 1971

the concept of this table was innouatiue. A table no
longer needed to be restricted to a permanent structure of
three or four legs, but is now a plane supported by pedestals.

Signs of the times
design: Vignelli. Introduction by Emilio Ambasz.
New Yorh: Rizzoli International Publications, Inc.,
1981. 116 pages, $15.00.

"There are not many total designers today," wrote
Paul Goldberger, architecture critic for The New York
"people who cast their nets
Tima (March 6, 1980)
wide, who take it upon -themselves to shape a
complete range of objects in the physical
environment. But Massimo and Lella Vignelli... are
such designers." Now, gathered for the first time in
book form, is a collection of the extraordinarily varied
products of these two prolific designers.
Since the early Sixties, a constant stream of
Vignelli-originated works
including furniture,
graphics, glassware, silver,- dishes, showrooms,
exhibitions, jewelry, department store shopping bags,
magazine designs, etc.
have flooded the urban
environrnent. These are- presented in full-page, black
and white photographs with explanatory captions in
design: Vignelli.
The book also includes an introduction by Emilio
Ambasz, former Curator of Design at the Museum of
Modern Art in New York, followed by excerpts from
articles on the Vignellis and their work by Paul
Goldberger, Maeve Salvin, Martin Filler, et al. Brief
biographies also trace the two Vignellis from birth to
the formation of Vignelli Designs and Vignelli
Associates. And a complete list of the couple's clients
over the years is arranged in categories, such as
"Transportation Graphics," "Furniture and Product
Design," "Architectural Signage," etc.
The works illustrated in the book were originally
selected for an exhibition at the Parsons School of
Design, New York City, in 1980.
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The Vignellis paid tribute to Charles Rennie Machintosh
and Frank Lloyd Wright in the design of this chair.
Designed for Driade, Italy, 1973.

by Kim Johnson Devins
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Chapel Hill
Major news in Chapel Hill recentlY
has been the completion of "Hotel
Europa," a luxurious, total'service
hotel and convention center billed as

"contemporary European design
with a resort atmosphere."
For the conceptual design, owner
Julius Verwoerdt, a Dutch investor
who now lives in Durham, enlisted
Madrid architect Esteban Roman
Marlasca. O'Brien/Atkins Associates

of

Chapel

Hill

provided design

development and working drawings,
with James E. McComas, AIA, of the
firm as project architect.

The 136,000-square-foot hotel
commands a four-and'a-half acre
wooded site. The property includes
172 rooms, a convention complex
consisting of a main ballroom and
other conference spaces, a gourmet
restaurant, a nightclub, and a large
lobby lounge. The design is basically
one structure that's separated at the
second level by a roof terrace over the

lounge and reception area. A glassenclosed elevator and stair connects
these spaces to the restaurant and
nightclub. The elevator also pierces

the roof and continues outside the
building for a view of the roof garden
and the surrounding countryside.
The interior was designed by
Omnia Design, Inc. of Charlotte,
except for the supperclub, which was
designed by Rodney G. Perry
Associates of Raleigh. The public
areas feature such appointments as
white Italian marble floors, brass
ceilings, genuine leather seating and
antique accessories.

Space Builders,

a

conservation-

oriented architecture and constmction
firm in Carrboro, recently completed

"Wood Glen," a community of 19
attached townhouses within walking
distance of the UNC campus and
downtown Chapel Hill.
According to Lucy Carol Davis and

Giles Blunden, the architects for the
project, the community offers several

resource-conserving features as

compared to low density suburban
developments. Its higher density of

11 units per acre, for example,
conserves land and reduces the need

for new road construction and other
public services, they said. And since
the units are attached, their exterior
wall areas are reduced significantly
so that heat loss is minimizedas well.
Each unit is also heavily insulated
and equipd with solar hot water
and solar space heating systems
which, according to Davis, should
reduce fuel consumption approximately 75 percent compared with
standard houses of comparable sizes.
The firm also used locally-obtained

materials and building components
wherever practical. The exteriors
feature cypress siding, "Sunbrella"

fabric awnings at the entries,
galvanized steel roofing, antique pine
front doors with etched glass panels,

Wood Glen townhouses, a solar-heated community of 19 attached units. Architects
Space

Builders, Carrboro (Lucy Carol Dauis and Giles Blunden, project architects).
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and a stucco f inish on

the

foundations. Private outdoor living
spaces were designed into each unit,
with l2-inch solid masonry PartY
walls for soundproof ing. The
townhouses are clustered in groups
of three to six, Davis said, with
enough variation in floor plans and
finishes to provide each with a sense
of separate identity.

Charlotte
Ferebee, Walters and Associates of
Charlotte recently completed a major

adaptive reuse project in Durham:
Brightleaf Square, a 145,000'square-

foot retail and office

comPlex
tobacco
warehouses at the corner of Main and
Gregson streets.
The warehouses were built in 1900
and 1904 by the American Tobacco

retrofitted into two old

Of the 145,000-square-feet auailable for

lease

at Brightleaf, 112,000 will

be

retail and

33,000 are reserued for offices.

Company, and are now listed on the
National Register of Historic Places.
They passed to one of the American
Tobacco Company's successors,
Liggett and Myers, in 1911 when the
U.S. Supreme Court broke uP the
company's cigarette monoPolY.
SEHED Development Corporation
purchased them from Liggett and
Myers for the complex'.
The conceptual design for the
project was provided by Shun Kanda
of Boston, with G. Edwin Belk, AIA,
of Ferebee. Walters and Associates
serving as project architect. The
design includes a central courtyard

which unifies the two separate
buildings into one architectural

entity, and provides open-air space
for pedestrian traffic. The
storefronts were set back from the
arched openings of the buildings to
create an interior walkway arcade.
This also leaves the original
appearance of the facade virtually

Elaborate chimnq crowns and intricate brickwork were a part of the original erterior
ornamentation of the warehousa.
Two old tobacco warehouses haue been conuerted into a new retail and office complex
seen across the central
courtyard and through the arch of the other. Owner
SEHED Deaelopment CorP;
conceptual design
- Shun Kanda, Cambridge, Mass.; architects - Ferebee, Walters
and Associates, Chailotte (G. Edwin Belk, AIA, project architect); landscaping
Paton Associates, I-andscape Architect/Site Planning, Cary; general contractor
George W. Kane, Inc., Durham.

in downtown Durham. Here, a uiew of one of the buildings
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undisturbed. Additional arches were
cut into the courtyard-side wall of the
South building, which is usually
shaded from the sun, so that more
natural light and air are allowed to
penetrate into the recessed
storefronts.
The retail and office spaces were
designed around the thick, octagonal
support columns original to the

29
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buildings, and the wide spleen-joined
decking was also left exPosed. The
architects used natural cyprus for
the storefronts and ebony brick with
copper flecking for the interior
walkways so that the new
construction would not compete with
the old timber and brick, Belk said.
Of the 145,000-square f eet
available for lease, 112,000 will be
retail and 33,000 are rese'rved for
offices. Belk also designed the

interiors

of many tenant spaces,

including the office suite of Hamner
Associates on the second level of the
South building, and 'JimmY the

Greek's" restaurant and

lounge

which occupies both levels of an end
bay in the North building.

The new public library at Mount
Airy, a passive solar energy project
designed by J.N. Pease Associates of

Charlotte, was selected for

presentation at a joint meeting of the
North and South Carolina ChaPters
of the AIA recently held in Asheville.
The project is one of 25 in the

United States receiving

a

Department of Energy grant to utilize
passive solar energy. Edward Mazria
and Associates of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, were thetolar energy design

Front: Bruce D. Gtasgow; center row (l-r): Philli| I. Antis Sr., Rodger F. Hinton,
William G. Monroe ltt and Thomas D. Byrum; back: Stephan D. Falkenbury - of
Chrk Tribble Harris and Li, Architects'Engineers, Charlotte.

consultants. The 14,000-square-foot

library is currently under
construction and is scheduled for
completion in the spring of 1982.

Clark Tribble Harris and Li
Architects, P.A. of Charlotte, has

of key
management

announced the appointment

professionals to

positions. Those named are: Stephan
S. Falkenbury Jr., P.E., senior vice

president; William G. Monroe, III,

AIA, vice president of operation;
Bruce D. Glascow, R.A., vice

WIiIDOW REPTAGEMEl{T
COMMERCIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL
WITH THERMAL-BREAK ALUMINUM WINDOWS
SAVE ENERGY AND MAINTENANCE
IMPROVE APPEARANCE AND INCREASE VALUE

president of special projects; Thomas

ACCURATE BUDGET PRICING BASED ON EXPERIENCE

D. Byrum, AIA, vice president of
projection; Phillip J. Antis, vice
president of structural engineering;
Rodger F. Hinton, AIA, director of
design; and H. Thomas McDuffie,
vice president and manager of the
Washington, D.C. office.
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EXPERT INSTALLATION BY SKILLED SPECIALISTS
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CONSTRUCTION
PRODUCTS, Inc.

P.O. BOX 45
APEX, NORTH CAROLINA 27502
919/362-8611
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The house will be open to the public
on weekdays from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
and on selected weekends from
p.m.

I to 5

William S. Jones, president of Boren
Clay Products Co., was re-elected to
the presidency of the North Carolina
Design Foundation at its annual fall

Association of Collegiate Schools of
Architecture
- have organized the
conference with the theme "Designed
Environments for All People."
Working with several other designoriented professional organizations,
the conference is sponsored in part by

design societies have sponsored such

assistance from the United Nations.
It is the first time that all of the major

Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20036;

a grant f rom the National
Endowment for the Arts and

a

joint project.

The conference format will feature
plenary sessions, workshops, case
studies, and some "hands on"
experiences. For further information
and registration forms, contact
Sherry Barndollar, Landscape
Architecture Foundation, I7l7 N
202-775-9426.

board of directors meeting in October

at the North Carolina

State
University Faculty Club.
Other officers re-elected for the
upcoming year were Thomas

Chandler of Burlington, head of
Chandler Concrete Products Co.,
vice-president; George Worsley,
NCSU vice chancellor for finance and

business, treasurer; and Rudolph
Pate, vice chancellor for foundations
and university relations, secretary.
The Design Foundation supports
fund-raising efforts for programs in
the School of Design at NCSU.
The directors heard a report from
George Moore, associate vice

for foundations and
development, on plans to broaden the
base of fund-raising efforts to include
chancellor

new groups whose work relates to
design fields. Historically, most of the
support for the foundation has come
from architects, brick companies,
construction companies and building

Swimming Pools

trades suppliers. Moore suggested
that the. group approach printing
companies, interior designers,
advertising agencies, carpet dealers
and other new groups for help in

o

support to the design school.
Dean Claude E. McKinney of the
School of Design updated the
directors on activities at the school.

o

maintaining the current level of

Special Conference

An international, interdisciplinary

design conference focusing on
barrier-free design will be held
January 22-24, 1982, at the United
Nations Headquarters in New York

o

Commercial or Residential
Any size or shape
Long lasting concrete
construction
Wide assortment of pool
supplies and accessories
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Sanlord, N.C' 27330
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City. The three leading organizations
National Center for a Barrier
- theEnvironment,
Free
the Landscape
Architecture Foundation, and the
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built to
and out
-was style as
-lniidetbeWillramsburg
matcb
closely as possible_,eoen tbe
custom made wood windows.
To duplicate tbe cbaracter
and beauty of rctb Century
W illiamsbur g, Heritage Ban!
selected Coloiial Haidtique@
byBorden.
Handti que@ is unique. You
qet tbe centuries-old look and feel
of ba"d tbrown brick, but it's
made by modernmacbines. And
it' s made only by Borden.

Handiiq** tt
tbe tbousands

of

just one

of

sbaPes, sizes

and colors we produce.Wbateuer
brick you need, call us.

Ir NC call' l-800-672-008l
Outside N C' l-9 19- 596-824
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